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This issue looks at inventing dances. Presented are the processes and
thoughts that four particular individuals have gone through in creating and
building a repertoire of dances for their sides. Three, Paul Handford, Andy
Herzbrun, and Yonina Gordon, describe their work within Cotswold Morris;
one, Ian Robb, describes bis work with North-west Morris. Collectively,
there is a lot said and a lot to ponder.
Enclosed with this mailing is the 1993 Annual Directory of North
American Morris Sides. It is as complete as possible meaning after all of
you retwned the update notices and after twenty-four sides were conlaCted by
telephone to verify their existence. If any of you know of a side thal is not
listed, PLEASE let me know. Hopefully an updated copy of the directory
will be placed on E-Mail for those who have access to the system. Please
remember that lhe directory is for the use amongst lhe morris community.
Our mailboxes are already filled with enough junk mail, please do not pass
on the directory to those whose interests are outside the realm of morris

dancing.
Also enclosed with this mailing is the second AMN Reprint Series.
This year Roy Judge' s seminal anicle on the work of Mary Neal is
presented. Due to complications in reading discs, the article and all of its
216 footnotes had to be retyped by handl Thank you to Kay Schoenwetter
for her patience and apologies to Roy Judge for any typos that may have
been missed. Enjoy the reading. There is a lot of material there.
Enjoy! Happy May Day! Keep those ankles limber! -- l.C.B.

rr
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AMN Selllll'Clln foil' am Eilitoll' ElIllds
Sally Lackman & Louise Neu to be New Editors

The search is over. An offer to be considered for the editor came even as
late as this weekend while I was in process of writing this. However, in
mid-February lbe offer to become the new editors was made to lbe team of
Sally Lackman and Louise Neu of Rock Creek Morris in Washington,
D.C.. What is positive to say is that the choice was made from amongst
highly qualified individuals from various locations around the country. It's
difficult to IUm down oilier good people but it was comforting to know that
so many talented people were available to choose from.
Sally bas been involved in Morris dancing for about twelve years,
having spent her fust six years in southern New E ngland with Mystic
Garland Mruris& Sword doing Cotswold, IODgsword, garland, and Nonhwest
styles. After a brief respite, she spent two years as an "adjunct" member of
Ann Arbor Morris, which acquainted her with Mixed Morris and Monis in
the Midwest. Currently, b oth she and Louise are dancing Cotswold,
Northwest, and a bit of Border with Rock Creek Morris Women.
One of the "Founding Parents" of Oak Apple Morris in Madison ,
Wisconsin, Louise has been Morris dancing since 1978. Since 1980 she has
been dancing with Rock Creek Morris Women in Washington, D.C. as a
dancer and musician, and at various times bag and squire.
Sally is dancing rapper with Chesapeake Sword as well. Her position as
bag for Rock Creek gives her extra opportunity for interaction with the
many mid-Atlantic Morris teams. Her line of work also allows/causes her to
travel around the U.S. giving her chances to attend Ales and/or practices of
various sides. It is in such "odd" locations as well as through her
correspondence with AMN that I have met and gotten to know SaUy. Both
have been to England on team Morris tours. Sally twice, once with Mystic
and once with Rock Creek; Louise witbRock Creek.
Louise Neu is a longtime personal friend of mine. We won a hambo
contest together at Folklore Village in Dodgeville, Wisconsin many, many
years ago. Her background includes dancing English, Scandinavian,
Scottish, Balkan, and Renaissance. On the pubJishing side of life, Louise
has written and edited newsletters for a variety of groups: a group home for
mentally retarded adults; a community arts organization; and a small
national educational non-profit association. Sbe has assisted in progTam
book production for various festivals, and prepared materials for an annoLated
membership directory. I am sure thaL futureAMN issues will exist in higber
stales of grammatical purity than under my editorial stewardship.
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I' m pleased.
The Summer issue will be my last as AMN editor. Sally and Louise
will begin their stewardship beginning with the November issue. Please
give them your support, your ideas for articles, and your subscriptions.

HalPiP1 A u ivusuy
Happy 20th to the Binghamton Morris Men!!!
Happy 10th Anniversary to:
Fly-by-Knight Morris
Six-in-Hand Longsword
Capering Roisters
Shepherds, Eh!
Ravenswood Morris
Arkansaw Traveller Garland Team
Ashgrove Garland
TenPenny Rapper Sword
Another generation reaches a milestone. I find it interesting to note the
number of non-Cotswold Morris sides celebrating their 10th Anniversary
this year. It speaks to the diversity among North American Morris.

In Memorium

During the delay of getting this issue to press, came word of the death
of Jane Farwell of Dodgeville, Wisconsin. Very few of you may know who
this extraordinary women is. She ran Folklore Village Farm in Dodgeville,
a farmstead and one room school house facility is the rolling farm country
of south central Wisconsin. She is noted among the international folk dance
community more than the morris. Her commiunent to putting on festivals,
including the annual May Festival with all the dance, music (all live), food
and crafts energized all who walked onto the property. Folklore Village is in
many ways the Midwest's Pinewoods Camp. Morris and Sword dancing for
years have been regular staples in the May Festivals. That morris activity
inspired the creation of Oak Apple Morris in nearby Madison. Others have
learned to enjoy the dance forrecreation. Many have been inspired by the
presentation. Folklore Village lives on in her memory.
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Letters To The Editor
Dear Sir,
It was with interest that I read the AMN November issue 1992. and in
particular the article by Steve COITsin. I must, however, ask that you correct
some some of the statements contained within it before it is taken as being
a definitive item.
1. Figure 1 is not Whitby and is almost certainly Malton taken at the
now defuoctRyedale Longsword Festival.
2. We as a team would debate the conLribution that Whitby Folk
Festival has made to the promotion of sword dancing, in fac.l, last year there
was no Long Sword workshop.
3. Our Day of Dance is because of work commitments the first
Saturday after the Blessing of the Plough Service. which in turn, is the fITst
Sunday after Twelfth NighL Should Twelfth night be a Sunday then the
Church service is the next Sunday and hence our Day of Dance moves
accordingly. The article seemed to imply that it was any Saturday in
January; not so. More than 60% of the present side is active in, or connected
to farming. Tradition runs strong and is deep rooted.
4. There is a Singing on Song, a six verse poem in dialect and a short
poem which can also be sung to the tune of Auld Lang Syne. When dancing
in the viHage there is lillie point in performing them. I should know, I
perform them for the team.
5. Our tunics may appear casual to the author but 10 us they are
distinctive. simple in design, expensive to replace, and traditional. As for
the hats, we do wear them to dance in but find that they fall off very easily
and so tend to leave them off.
6. The plou gh was made by J i m Slieghtholme, village
joiner/undertaker, late of Rose Cottage in 1925 for Frank Dowson.
7. The village school is most defmitely not closed and we still have a
boys team aged from six upover.
8. There is a Goathland mystery play and although not fully complete it
would not be difficult to put on should we be that way inclined. As far as it
can be seen the play is similar to the Ampleforth Mystery play, the text of
which is available.
9. If we choose to march around our village to an American tune that is
our business and we are not in the least disconcerted. It is not our wish to
enter in to a debate on the ethics of not using traditional tunes, whether we
wear hats or nol, etc. etc. The fact remains is that we exist and irrespective
of what others do will always plough our own furrows.
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To finish with, it is hoped [that we will] visit your country in 96 or 97
and we should be pleased to bear from sides who are planning festivals that
year. We are also opening a Sword Dance Exhibition that will be on display
in our practice building located in the village, called The Reading Room,
where wee intend to display the artefacts gathered over the years for the
public to see this building being buill by village subscription, so that the
poor might be read to by the rich.
Finally, any criticism of the article Lo; not intended, just to put the
record straight Our best wishes to all the people we have met from your
country. Long may you keep dancing.
Yours faithfully,
Keith Thompson
God Speed The Plougb
[Editor's Note: Steve Corrsin had the opportunity to hear the letter read by
telephone. He offers readers, and Mr. Thompson, the following response.
J.C.B.]

DearAMN,
I am glad to read his clarifications concerning my article on Sword
Dancing in Goathlond. On one particualr point let me emphasize that J was
the one who was disconcerted hearing Marching Through Georgia on the
North Yorkshire Moors, speaking as one born south of the Mason-Dixon
Line. 1 think it is a wonderful tune. People should use any good tune they
can find. I would never tell anyone what tune they should or should not
use.
Sincerely,
Stephen Corrsin

A merican Morris Newsletter
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Ask The lEditor

Dear AMN ,
I get many messages and comments written on the renewal notices from
various subscribers. I really do enjoy them. Some consistent questions are
raised, however, about how the renewal dates are set and what are all those
other numbers strewn across the top. Let me explain and put to rest some
anxieties.
First of all, I am self taught when it comes to databases. My logic
makes sense to me. That's for starters. Second, the renewal dates of 3/1/93,
6/1/93, and 11/1/93 (for this year) lists the last issue YOU will receive if
you don't send a check. BUT, says Barbara, the bagpersoo, "I don't get it
until January." meaning a renewal notice dated 11/1/92 (for last year). Fair
enough. This is where logic(?) comes in.
The 11/1/93 is a code for the last issue of that particular subscription.
The labels get printed off in dale and alphabetical order so thall can dutifully
stamp, staple, and otherwise deface your copy of the newsletter to catch your
eye regarding the fact that your civic duty is being called upon. So, you ask,
why are you not geuing your newsleuer, dated November. until January.
Well... over the years the time for producing the newsletter bas slid
chronologically forward. Notice the issue is marked November/December
(continuing to use 11/1/92 as my example). The newsleuer usually, kind of,
sort of, traditionally gets mailed the first week of December, meaning the
November half is when the newsletter is typed, laid out, taken to the printer,
labeled, stamped, and, finally the first week in December, delivered to the
post office. Why are you still not getting your issue until January? Since
the latest subscription in question is a team subscription, talk to your
contact person. That's a local issue.
Why then are you getting this March/April issue usually, kind of,
traditionally mailed the first week of April Dot until almost, maybe, May
Day? Don ' t ask. You don' t want to hear about it unless o( course you are
buying and also don't you think this is now the problem for Sally and
Louise to answer?!
And what about those other numbers? Example: MN-RB-ffi 9-3-3
11/1/93 would mean thal Minnesota-Ramsey's Braggans-Jim Brickwedde
started a newsletter SUbscription in September-Volune 3, Number 3 and that
his current subscription ends with the 11/1/93 issue! Got that! And just
think. now that you understand all of that, Sally and Louise can change it to
their logical foonal
Thank you to all of you who have been asking this question. Any more
questions you would like to know about before I leave? The July/August
issue is due ...

Thank you for printing my previous letter concerning the correct
spelling of the name of the fellow who built Middlesex Morris ' hobby
rabbit However, and possibly due to my poor penmanship, you managed to
spell two other names wrong: the author of the original article (it's Lyn
Mullen, not Madden), and my own name (it's Moskowitz, not MoscowilZ).
Sincerely.
Adam S. Moskowitz
Arlington, MA
[Editor's Note: Although deciphering personal handwriting is always
challenging, I do apologize for misspelling anybody's name. Having
personally a name which is regularly butchered, I am particularly sensitive
to this issue. Yet as I said earlier in introducing AMN' s new editors, this
Newsleuer will soon be in the hands far more versed in grammar and
editorial proofreading than it has been since I became sole editor in 1985! -
J.e .B.)

DearAMN.
When I was changing the ribbons on my bell pads to the purple and
yellow of the Albemarle kit, I noticed that almost half of my bells no
longer rang with a clear tone. I didn't have time to buy replacements from
CDSS so I decided to try 00 fix them myself. The seam around the center
appeared to be loose on the "dead" bells. Tightening the crimped joint
improved the tone to the point that they were indistinguishable from the
good bells. It seems that the two halves of the be1l must be tightly joined in
order for it to vibrate or ring without being damped.
I have enclosed a sketch of the set-up I used to tighten the seam. I put
the lower part on a vice and hit the pipe on top of the bell with a hammer.
It is a little hard on the finish but the improved tone is worth it!
Sincerely Yours,
Brad Sayler

sketch:

~

::I
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1993 Northeast Mixed Morris Ale
The 1993 Northeast Mixed Monis Ale will take place on Memorial
Weekend, May 29,30,31, 1993. Co-Hosts are Mianus River Morris of
Connecticut and Three Village Morris of Long Island. This year the Ale will
be attended by mixed and single-sex teams, proving it's really mixed-mixed
Ale. Contact: Michael Bogner, (516)598-0466.

D~y

Midwest Morris Ale
The 1993 Midwest Morris Ale is being hosted this year by Ravenswood
Morris of Chicago, Illinois and will take place on Memorial Day Weekend,
May 29 ,30 , 31 , 1993. Teams throughout the Midwest (geographically
defmed as west of the Hudson, east of the Cascades) will be in attendance.
Contact: Rayna M Alsberg, (708) 699-7915.

Mendocino Country Dance Camps 2nd Annual
Family Week
Family Week at Mendocino will be held at Camp Gualala in California
Saturday July 17 through Saturday July 24, 1993. The week will include
dance (including ritual dance), music, song, slOries, and craft for all ages and
sizes at this riverside camp amid the redwoods of northern California. The
week is sponsored by the Bay Area Country Dance Society. Laurie Andres,
Amy Brewer, and Bob Fraley will be involved with teaching the ritual dance
componenl For further infonnation contact Fred Pemer, Bay Area Country
Dance Society, roB 22165, San Francisco, CA94122 - 415-856-3038

CDSS at Pinewoods Camp
Pinewoods Camp, near Plymouth, Massachusetts, offers fours weeks of
programming where ritual dance instruction has some place on the schedule:
Family Week - August 7-14 - Brad Foster teaching morris;
Ancira HeIZbrun teaching sword and morris to children; Ian Robb
teaching NortbwesL
English Dance Week - August 14-21 - Tony Barrand teaching
morris; Alistair Brown teaching monis, border and rapper: Paul
Eric Smith teaching morris music; Kari Smith teaching garland
and longs word.
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English & American Dance Week - August 21-28 - Brad Foster
teaching morris; Kari Smith teaching clog, morris, and
longsword.
Campers' Week - August 28 - September 4 - Rich Jackson
teaching longsword; Jan Ellioll will teach morris for children.
For further information contact Country Dance & Song Society, 17
New South Street, Northampton, MA 01060; telephone: 413-584-9913.

CDSS at Buffalo Gap
CDSS will continue its expansion at Buffalo Gap, located near Capon
Bridge, West Virginia. Two weeks of programming include some ritual
dance/drama on the schedule.
Family Week - July 10-17 - Henry Chapin teaching classes in
mumming; Ian Robb teaching Northwest and Cotswold morris.
English & American Dance Week - July 17-24 - David
Macemon teaching rapper and morris.
For further infonnation contact Country Dance & Song Society. 17 New
South Street, Northampton, MA 01060; telephone: 413-584-9913.

American Morris Newsletter
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ADVERTISEMENT ADVERTISEMENT

A side down in Helston, Cornwall, where the Furry Dance originated,
wear tricomes, and a side in Jersey have bowlers. They cover them with silk
flowers, and for some of the dances they put them in a row on the ground,
where they look like a flower garden. Another side on the edge of London
goes for indented crowned triIbys. There are a growing number of Ladies'
sides, some of whom dance clog dances and tend to like boaters. I haven't
yet been asked for a style which is impossible to make in rush, but there is
always a first time!

O1i via E lton Barratt, well-known
English rush worker, will be teaching in
the United StaleS at the end of May till
mid-June and will be offering a one-day
course in RUSH HAT MAKlNG on
May 30 and June lOin upstate New
York. Rush Hats are the traditional bats
worn by Morris dancers in E ngland .
Individually sized, hats can be made in a
large range of styles including boaters
(with wide or narrow brims); round
crown hats (sun hats, Derby, British
Bowler); indented crown (trilby,
cowboy, wide or narrow brims); three
cornered; peaked cap and top haL The cost for this class is $45 tuition and
$15 for the specially imported Dutch rush. Custom orders for hats
also taken. If interested, please contact: Olivia Elton Barratt, c/o Bonnie
Gale, RFD 1, Box 124A, South New Berlin, NY 13843; (607)847·8264.
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Morris Dancers and Their Hats
by Olivia Elton Barratt
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In England the tradition of Morris Dancing goes back many centuries.
Each side has its own tradition of dance and costume, and it is a matter of
choice wbether they wear hats or nOL There is a great variety of headgear to
be found, everything from rush and straw to battered old top-hats, bowlers
and panamas. Sometimes the dancers will wear one kind of bat, and the Fool
another.
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I flTSt began to make rush hats for Morris sides about 25 years ago for
the Standon Morris in the next door village. They were a comparatively new
SIde, and bad chosen to wear rush hats originally made for them by a small
Suffolk firm which had since gone out of business. They had two different
styles, and the dancers chose for themselves whicb they would wear. I still
make these styles for them, as well as one or two "specials" for individual
members. They have shallow bowlers and a rather Tyrolean style, with the
odd IDpper or high crowned bowler here and there.

~-------
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American Morris Newsletter
On Inyentine nances
by Paul Handford
As part of the program at the Oct 1991 Bay Area C D.S. weekend
workshop at La Honda, just south of San Francisco, Jady Mc Geen, the
program organizer, incorporated a session on Dance Invention, and she asked
me to lead the discussion. The idea was occasioned by the fact that a few
peopJe in her team were beginning to think seriously about inventing
dances, and had been wondering if there were any general principles, pitfalls,
or what-hav~you involved in the business of putting together dances which
l
are fun to do, fun to watch, and stand a chance of enduring Well, though I
have been in the business of inventing dances over the last ten years of
Thames Yalley'i (T.YJ.) history, as I've said elsewhere (American Morris
Newsleller: Summer 1988), I kept no diary of events and ideas as the team
style and repertoire evolved, and I certainly didn't benefit (or suffer) from any
''Book of Rules of Invention." So what could I say about the matter? Thus
it was that, 10,000 m. above Nevada, I began reflecting on the T.Y.I.
repertoire, with an eye to inferring some of the principles, if any such there
were, lying behind the processes that have given the team at least ~
dances that have endured, that continue to give us fun, and that have
interested at least a few other teams to the extent of their learning them.
Looking back on historical events and searching them for pattern and
process is a tricky business, of cowse. It's all too easy to invent a "Whig
history" which "explains" the past by justifying the present as it appears to
the writer at the time, but I hope that what came to mind over that endless
Basin & Range landscape does have some correspondence with what actually
happened (at least part of the time.) With these caveats then, here's what I
think bave been significant factors in my experiences of danc~obbling
with T.V.!., and what I believe to be considerations of some generality. I
hope that these reflections may spark some interest or argument.
1t seems to me that almost all of the dances (at least the ones we still
like) were driven by the tunes. By this I mean that the curiosities of
rhythm, emphasis and melody of a given bme somehow dictated, or were
allowed to guide, corresponding aesthetic elements in the dance. Things
never went contrariwise, so far as I can recall. Not that they couldn't do
so, in principle: one ~ conceive of a set of moves for a dance and then
provide an appropriate tune. This just hasn't been a practical possibility for
us: we have no music composers on the team. Perhaps another relevant
, Maybe a sign of the times: there was a morning discussion session
on the same theme at the 1992 Marlboro, YennoDl, Ale.
2 Thames Valley International (T.Y.l.), London, Ontario, Canada;
known as Thames Yalley Morris prior to 1991.

~
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fact is that tunes are often encoWltered lying around with no accompanying
dance, but the rarely vice-versa. At any event, in what follows, I try to
explore how the correspondence between dance and an existing tune can
develop in a context such as OIlTS.
First of all, I suppose one might ask: "Well, what makes a good
tune?" I confess I have no idea., probably because I have a but rudimentary
understanding of the technicalities of music. But I know that one gm
differentiate pleasant tunes from exciting tunes- ones that communicate
viscerally. Maybe that has something to do with iL Of course, some of
the tunes used (e.g. Jockie to the Fair, Brighton Camp) get handed on "in
the trade" so to speak, and are likely to get tried out on that account, but
then we still have to explain why they are still around to get passed
on....... .
So. Your viscera get grabbed by a tune or two: what do you do ?
During most of my dance-confectioning time, I never found it atall fruitful
to sit down and say: "right! now for a dance to fit Tune X." 'This, I
imagine, is because I had, at that time at least, no (conscious) notion of
how the composition process could work. Instead, I usually found that the
tune just sort of swilled around in the back of the brain-pan, at a barely
aware level, whenever I took the dogs for walks. At such times I found
various possible dance moves pasting themselves into the various sequences
of the tune (to be overwritten by other thoughts and then reinstated and so
on several times over). The same sort of thing happens on Interstates. And
flying over Nevada Often this mapping of moves to music takes place
more or less completely in this "barely-aware" mode, so that, suddenly,
whole sequences just jump up into full consciousness, seemingly from
nowhere. Now that I.w have mlcast my own version of how composition
gw work, I find that it is possible to pursue it with more intent, but I still
find that the most satisfying dances come from the day-dreaming approach;
maybe they are less likely to be contrived that way.
What may be said analytically about a good match between moves and
music? How does this match relate to one's team repertoire, if atall ?
Several considerations seem to appJy here, and most of them I now believe
to be firmly rooted in my (and T.Y.I's.) conviction that "the coherent
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aesthetic statement"] (which, of course, is the primary legitimate goal of
morris perfonnance; this much is surely beyond discussion?!) is rarely
achieved outside of a single-tradition context'. For my tastes , at least,
dances composed in an unfamiliar (to the composer) style can often be
interesting or clever, but are rarely "of a piece." I would say that any
uadition that is merely one of several in the repertoire is condemned 10
being "unfamiliar" to its practitioners in some important respects.
Anyhow, in our case, this single tradition was Field Town, lately evolved
into Thames Valley.
O .K. Let's start with the old maxim: "the dancers must make the
music visible,"! or words to that effect I take this to mean that all the
dancers' movements, through their execution of steps, sequences, and the
dance as a whole, must bring out visually whatever it is that is
characteristic of the particular tune: its melody, its time-signature, its
emphases, its mood, its "power-points." Now, it seems to me that any
"good dance" has this visual dimension written in so 10 speak: the required
moves are well-designed to make this visual rendering of the tune a
relatively straight-forward business. The dancers don't have to work against
the choreography; rather, it facilitates their efforts. The movement
sequences fit together, with one another i!OO with the tune, in a dynamic,
organic way which gives a visual and visceral pleasure and excitement to
both audience and dancers. It's difficult, at least for me, to specify in the
abstract how this works, but we are all familiar, probably both as dancers
and audience, with feeling something like: ".... .1 really love that bit where
[Move xl happens...... " about some dance or other, I think these moments
3

The notion is simply that the dances should be recognisably Q[a

~: all of the elements which go to make up a dance- the steps, the

figures, the overall style- should hang together as a whole. This is much
discussed in an article with Eric Smith from the 1991 morris conference:
Paul Handford and P. Eric Smith. "The evolution of Aesthetic:
History, Chance and Intent". pp. 83-91 in: A.G. Barrand & J.
Reynolds (eds.) Morris Dance in America: Proceedings oj the
1991 confe rence, Boston university, April 1991.
4 This is not to say that it cannot be Ym useful to use other dance
traditions from time to time during the practice year. Trying to do different
moves and sequences can have a most salutary effect on one's understanding
and execution of one's own tradition, as distinct from any other. This is
what you might call the use of other traditions "for didactic purposes," rather
than to keep a team's flagging interest alive. This problem requires different
treatment, sooner or later.
5 usually attributed to Maud Karpeles.
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happen because the moves truly fit the music, both the phrase concerned and
the tune's overall essence, like a glove.'
One of the fairly obvious analytical principles would seem 10 involve a
sensitivity to the dynamic difference between jigs and reels- the power of the
off-beat versus the on-beat Years ago, I conceived an enthusiasm for a tune
invented by Rich Morse, then musician for Muddy River. All my dance
thinking at that time was occupied by handkerchief dances, and I was
mulling over some bits in that genre 10 fit the wne. 1 don't recall what
stage I had reached with this effort when I chanced to discuss it with
Cynthia Whear, then also of Muddy River. In her usual blunt fashion, she
said "but it's a ~ I" She went on to suggest that the tune would do much
better for a stick dance. She had a point (as she often does) and I thank her
for it ; it's been a useful one, of some generality. The dance went on to
become a stick dance which we call Mr. Morse's Morris. We still do it
This is not to suggest that one can't do handkerchief dances well (even
Field Town ones) to reels. It all depends on what the intended primary
movements of the dance are, and what moves the tradition affords. To take
an example: in the Field Town double-step, there is a characteristic big
LIFT at the off-beat (beat four); this just cries out for 6/8 timing. But the
side-step in Field Town has its strong point on beat one, and therefore
generally works wen with reels. Our first Marlboro Ale show dance was a
hankie-dance to a real viscera-grabbing reel-time tune "The Rambling
Sailor", ak.a. "The Trim-rigged Doxie," and it made good use of the strong
on-beat in the A-music by using half-heys (side-steps: ONE-2,3,4). The B
music leads with a lift on beat four, and thal fits nicely with the leap into
the long-figure rounds (double-steps) that we use for that part. Similar
steps in other traditions have different emphases: Buclmell double-step
really hits the first beat, as the hands snap down hard, and they have
managed to find some jigs that hit that first beal solidly, such as Queen's
Delight So as well as paying attention to the differences between jigs and
reels, one must also acknowledge that not all jigs (or reels) have the same
dynamic structure. Just compare Fieldtown Dearest Dickey (FOUR-I,2.3
FOUR-l,2,3.......) with, say, Furze Field (soon to be a TVI dance;
actually, it's a 3/4 waltz, but 1 play it as a jig- ONE-2 TIlREE-4). It ·
seems obvious that these different emphases would requ.ire different steps
and sequences to service them.
6 Several of these themes (including my precious coherent aesthetic
statement., albeit in different terms!) are discussed most usefully by Tony
Barrand in hisrecently-pnblished book:
Barrand, A.G. 1992 Six Fools and a Dancer. Northern Harmony
Publishing Co., Plainfield VT.
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Of course, a good musician can bend many tunes a good bit so as to
achieve consonance of moves and music, and this is especially so if you
have a percussionist, but there are clearly going to be limits to this. The
spots along the stave can be interpreted mechanically, or sympathetically'.
but there will be a point at which tbe lune begins to slide into a distinct
incarnation ....... Another interesting variation is where the team resolutely
dances. say. jig-time, regardless of the tune. This is what T.V.M. used to
do, when they were really working hard on the surge in the double-step
(FOUR-l.2,3, FOUR-l,2,3). We still say that's what we do, but we often
don't. But there's no doubt thal a team of strong dancers can, so to speak,
impose their will on a (reasonably sensitive) musician, and get them to
play, say, reel tunes almost as if they were jigs. This is where the team
and the composer have their inteIplay. I'd really like to hear what someone
with a better claim on being a musician than I have thinks about this ...... .
Tunes also have moods. Some lyrical, some eJtotic, some comical.
Seems to me this, too, should be acknowledged in the dance form. The
tune for FieW Town's Shepherd's Hey set dance has always had, for me, a
lyrical, other-worldly quality. which is beautifully brought out, bom by the
upright capers in the common figures and by the three sweeping side-steps
of the (unusual) hey to the B-music. Another example: Selma Kaplan, the
best inteIpreter of Cotswold morris music on the piano-accordian I know
of, composed a great tune which she called Local Hero. It has a
delightfully galumphing quality that surely could only be rendered as a
buffoon dance ....... so. in T.V.I., mat's what it is.'
Whatever the above analysis may suggest as principles of successful
dance-making, perhaps we should also simply ask: well, which are the
dances that have become fixtures in the repertoire? which have been taken
up by other teams? What do they have in common? Well, there are four
dances (one stick and four handkerchief) that we have done every year
since their invention: Froggy's First Hop. and Merrie Sherwood
Rangers, The Gypsy, Jockie to the Fair and Robin Hood's Ride. Froggy
7 This seems to me to be largely a matter of not adhering doggedly to
the tempo of the piece as it is written. Despite the insistence of some
excellent musicians that strict regularity of tempo is a sine qua non of good
team dancing, I must humbly disagree: bending the tempo strikes me as
one of the more effective means of drawing a "power-point" to the attention
of both dancers and audience.
8 Jan Elliott reminds me that this tune was first used for a non-buffoon
invention by the "Pink Flamingos" (mostly Marlboro Women) at
Pinewoods in 1985 or 1986. I don't see them doing il much these days.
rest my case. But then, she also tells me that we've changed the tunc,
so...... ..... ?
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and Robin Hood I know to have been fairly widely adopted by other teams.
Without going through a tedious blow-by-blow of this series of dances, it
seems to me that they do bave a few things in common. First is
simplicity of structure (though several are long and debilitating). For
example, Merrie Sherwood Rangers is a short common
figures Through + Half-he)' dance, and The Gypsy is simply
a long-figures Side-step + Half-hey dance . Second, all but
Merrie Sherwood have what I would call a powerful motif. Here I'd
point to tbe extensive use of our "vortex" style of long
figure rounds in Robin Hood and in Jockie- they aTe great
fun to do, and often raise a cheer. FinaJly, the Gypsy and Robin
Hood have real killer tmles; that always helps. So what U. a powerful
motif? Something that's eye-catching, fun to do, and fits the music, of
course!
All of the foregoing has been an attempt to infer ways in which
invented dances can really work well with a tune by examining successful
combinations, and one is prompted to ask: can one learn anything about
the effective match of tune and dance from those dances which really 4k!!U
work well, ones that didn't stay in the repertoire, in short, from the failures?
First, one should recognise that falling from the repertoire isn't necessarily a
sign of failure of the dance, as such. Brighton Camp is., shall we say, rarely
done by the home team any more; it certainly isn't part of the standard
repertoire. But we all love the dance- it's just that it is beyond our stamina
these days. We generally do it once or twice when our reunion involves the
more iron-thighed among us- perhaps once a year.
The Dark-eyed Lady is also a very strenuous dance (involving repeated
long-figure rounds in the chorus with, say, 8 x 2 plain capers, or 4 x 2 fore
capers or upright capers), but I'd say that it has fallen from favour largely
because there isn't enough aesthetic payoff for the effort. Another long
dance which we have attempted to revive more than once, with no notable
success, is A-Roving. I'd say that it fails because of the interaction between
the major physical effort needed just to gel through the dance and the
substantial feat of memory needed to remember its structure. As Mary Chor
of Rock Creek Women said to me once: "This is pretty damned baroque,

Handford!"
The only real out-and-out failure, where Done lament the passing, is
one called The Archers. There is one obvious structural flaw, and one
unfortunate historical contingency. The flaw concerns its being a long
figure common figure dance where the twO halves of the figure are separated
by the distinctive figure. Now such a structure, I should hasLCn to add, isn't
simple evidence of my insanity: I stole the idea from the buffoon dances
Old Marlborough and Mrs. Casey. But the problem lies, I suppose, in it

d
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being a long-figures dance where il's just too easy to lose track of where
you are, especially given the historical fact that the dance was introduced at
around the same time as Paisley. which has a distinctive figure very easily
confused with that of The Archers. So people used to keep messing up and
generally complaining that the dance lacked definition and clarity. I agree.
In a different vein, I have found. in developing our repertoire, that
several overall dance structures have been suggested to my imagination
through inspecting the diversity of structures in the received Field Town
dance canon. I tabulaled all of the dances according to the shapes used for
both A- and B-musics (see below). Thus, A-music has heys, rounds &
common figure sequences, while B-music uses side-step & half-hey, rounds,
corners, and so on. On doing this, I discovered that several of the possible
combinations didn't exist, or were under-represented (see table below).
There's good reason for this in some cases (such as hey + hey) , but. in
others, there seemed to be none. So I filled some of these vacant celis, e.g.
Robin Hood's Ride is half-hey + long-figure rounds (no-one seems to do
Butterworth's version of Banks of the Dee); our Jockie to the Fair is long
figure rounds + corners. I felt that I had reasonable license to tinker in this
way, because Field Town is already such a diverse tradition and. in any case,
as Field Town evolved into Thames Valley, I felt confident in doing as I
pleased: we had stewed long enough in our single tradition as to have our
feet firmly enough planted in a coherent style.
So what do effective dances add up to? "Simplicity and power" is my
answer. Simplicity means you can learn and remember without
superhuman effort, and power means, you guessed it, a coherence of steps,
moves, and tune. And all this business of setting the appropriate steps,
sequences etc. to a tune so as to capture and render its essence visible begs
the question: "how do you know what ~ appropriate ?" This is DOl just a
matter of accommodating strong beats, moods etc. Not only must the
various segments of the dance choreography reflect the phrases and phrasing
of the tune; they must also fit together as a whole into something with a
coherence, an inner consistency. In short, the dance (Plus tune) must hang
together. This returns us to the assertion that such coherence requires, for
most mortals, a long, active Slewing in a single tradition. 1 would maintain
that this is not only necessary to achieve a performance by the dance team
and musician which gives them all real satisfaction in what they've done,
but doubly so for those of us who presume to perpetrate our creative efforts
on the innocent public.
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Table I
A Classification of Fieldtown and Thames Valley Handkerchief Dances
CT. V. inventions are undedineQ)
A mlJsi~iE

Common Figures

Chorus 0

(Long figures§)

Hey

Shepherd's Hey

(*plus
through set)

Molly Oxford§
The Forester
Banks of the Dee

Hey

Rounds
(Long figures§)

(improbable)

The Rose
*A-Rovinl!

TheG)'I)SY§
Rounds

Glorisher§
Th~ Dark:s<yed Lally
Th~El.uwinl!.

Comers

Tide

OldWornan

Banks of the Dee
(Butterworth)
Robin Hood's Ride

?

Dearest Dickey§

Th~LonllQn

Round Dance

lockie to the
Fair§

TrunkJes (lVM)
Through
*plus hey

Trunkles (Bacon)
*Merrie Sherwood
Rangers
Brighton Camp§
The Archers
*JQhn Barleycorn

(improbable ?)

*Paisley
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Developing the Marlboro limington Tradition
or
Foolish Women Smart Choices
by Andra Henbrun

Tradition. Where has it gone? Time was when people would cherish the
rituals of their community, making sure that there was always someone to
carry them on. This still exists in religious communities, bUl seems to have
faded when it comes to social customs. Morris dancing is not immune to
this recent affliction. In today's world there is more of a struggle for change
and newness than to keep things the way they were. There may be many
reasons for this, not the least of which of which is communication. Today
we can communicate more effectively by means of electronics, and by the
ease of transpOrtation. Whereas several hundred years ago it was not SO easy
10 have a gathering of twenty morris teams from areas spanning a radius of
thousands of miles strutting their stuff for each other, today, it is a piece of
cake. It is, perhaps, because of these morris gatherings that there has been
so much activity in composing new dances. Teams want to have something
new to show off to their peers, not to mention something new to work on
to keep the interest level high at practice.
Marlboro Morris and Sword has been creating a "tradition" and
composing dances since we first began, and much of this creation has been
for the sake of presenting something new at the annual Marlboro Morris
Ale. In the flfSt years we were primarily a Headington side, led by Tony
Barrand, and we danced with a brother side of men. We began by dancing
traditional Headington dances, but soon set oullO explore the boundaries by
dancing Tony's interpretations of the material. Some of his dances, Blue~
Eyed Stranger for example, proved to be quite different from other side's
versions. In the third year, and at the second Marlboro Ale, the women's side
danced an original Headington style dance to the tune of "The Foggy Dew",
an English folk song made popular to us by the singing of John Roberts
and Tony Barrand. That was also the year that the women's half of the team
decided we needed a tradition of our own to develop; something where we
could explore and use the natural tendencies of our physical capabilities. We
wanted to base our dance on something from the recorded tradition, but also
wanted the freedom to interpret pieces of information and to expand a
collected tradition to include all pieces of what we considered to be a
complete tradition, one including full capers and comer dances.
Ilmington seemed to be a perfect choice. It had only a few dances, but
left alol of room for growth. Domrnelt suggested that the tradition had once
used galleys where there were now turns bUl had degenerated, and this
sparked oW' imaginations. Also, there were intimations of the dance once
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having contained full capers, based on the scanty description of the Pr.incess
Royal jig. In the place where capers should have been there were two sets of
moves; the first being a full description of clapping under ooe raised leg and
then the other and then behind the back, the second having no other direction
than "cross, apart, together". There, it seemed, was the skeleton for the
Ilmington full caper. There was also no record of corner dances, but no
reason they shouldn't have existed at one poinL Anned wilh Ihese bits of
information and inspiration as well as advice and support from Tony, we set
out to create a tradition.
The first thing to decide was what we wanted the overall effect to be.
We were interested in developing a pertonnance that would highlight grace
and style, and one that would explore the value of shape. Rather than
concentrate on sheer physical strength , we were after a sense of fluidity. We
also wanted people to sit up and look as soon as we got out to dance.
Understanding that we were asking strangers to stop and pay attention (and
perhaps even money), we wanted to present something worth lOOking at; a
whole performance with skill, beauty, contrasts. Now that we knew what
we were after, we could start to examine each figure.
If we were to follow the formula of putting a galley in every place there
was a tum, we would have to pot in a galley to change direction in the foot
up and down. We lried, but were not satisfied with the way it fell Right
from the stan we wanted to make people looL A galley would certainly tum
us around, bUl with the Ilmington stationery foot up it seemed silly to
galley around in place. We felt you should have somewhere LO GO with a
galley, especially at the beginning of the dance when people are just
beginning to decide whether they are interested in continuing to look at you.
The recorded Ilmington tradition had a tum on the hitch step to change
direction, and we decided to keep it, working on the jump and turn so that it
was very high and buoyant as well as straight up and down. 11 was, to us,
more startling than a galley. As you can see, any decision made under the
guise of "creativity" is somewhat arbitrary and certainly subjective. We were
simply trying to put together something we believed in.
Half gyp, cross and tum, and the hey took on the galleys in place of the
turns. Substituting galleys gave the figures another dimension to explore.
Instead of deciding how to make the single steps work while turning back
into place, we had [0 look at how the galley would work. How should we
go into the galley, travel with it, torn off each other in the hey without
kicking your partner, where should we position ourselves? There were lots
of ideas to play with.
Back: to back presented a new challenge. We knew we wanted our
figures to be large but in the case of back to back il would mean travelling a
great distance on the galley. Instead, we opted to keep the single steps for
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that figure, using them to swoop back to place as in "exhaling" on a deep
breath. We also decided to keep the single steps in rounds, using the jump
as a place to spin in the air. These decisions lent some symmetry to the
dance, baving single steps at the beginning, m.iddle, and end, and were made
with a pwpose in mind thus assuring we would remember the choices we
had made.
Last year, at the 1992 Marlboro Ale, there was a discussion group on
composing dances. Some of the questions raised were: how do you do it,
does the music or the dance idea come first, who does it, how is a decision
made, how do you Jcnow if an idea will work. Two indicators of success that
were mentioned by several different sides were simplicity and consistency. A
dance that is simple is more likely to be remembered, as are rules that are
consistenL This is what we were aiming for in creating the basic structure
of our tradition. It has also turned out to be extremely important in creating
new dances.
When we first began to add to the "llmington/Marlboro" tradition, we
borrowed dances from other traditions, used their tune and structure, and fit it
to our own style. One of the first dances we borrowed was Trunkles.
llrnington did not have any collected comer dances. It also did not have any
collected full capers. We worked on developing a full caper in three beats,
based on notations of the Princess Royal jig. We then put them into the
TrunJc]es skeleton, using a challenge and a crossing, with a "show" of one
kind or another at the end of the crossing. The "shows" progressed in order
of interest and difficulty (waves, galleys, pJain capers, full capers) and we
had a new dance. This progression then fit the format for other borrowed
dances, working them into Gallant Hussar (an idea inspired and developed by
Tony) and Valentine. We also borrowed tunes and fil our own dances to
them. One early dance was to the tune of Orange in Bloom (Sherborne) but
took the dance fonn of Sherborne'S Cuckoo's Nest. The chorus was a
progression of waves, galleys, plain capers, and full capers done in a line,
couple at a time, done flISt up facing the musician, and then down.
I remember John Dexter asking, after we had performed it for the first
public show at the 1981 Marlboro Ale, why we had chosen to put a different
dance to the tune of Orange in Bloom. He argued that it was fine to borrow
dances from other traditions, but that it was a shame to mix dances and
tunes. Actually, we had never even considered that. We already had a
Cuckoo's Nest from the traditional IJm.ington repertoire. It is a hand
clapping or stick dance and does not resemble other Cuckoo's Nests. We did
like the shape of the Sherborne Cuckoos N est, and it seemed to fit the
Orange in Bloom tune, so we put them together. It must have been
successful, for we still dance it today.
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After a time we felt we had borrowed aU we could and it was time to
develop our own dances. We bad few good stick dances, so it seemed this
was a good place to start. At the time, I was haunted by this great Country
Dance tune "The Juice of Barley". The COlUltry dance has a part in it where
the dancers clap. All I knew at the Lime was that that was where the sticks
would clash. I then sat down widl bottle caps and paper and worked out a
progression for diagonal crossings, making sure to allow for that clash of
sticks. I had some trouble working out all the details so that everybody
ended at home, but 1 brought it to a practice and we aU worked out the
details together.
This has become the standard for creating dances on Marlboro Morris
and Sword. Someone has an idea. they work: out as much as they can and
bring it to the rest of the group for the final shaping. Sometimes it begins
with a great tune, and sometimes it begins with a shape, or a need such as a
new comer dance or a stick dance, or an idea such as reorienting the set to
face different directions. Sometimes an idea is so good that it is an instant
success. O ther times it fails on the sPOL And !hen there are dances that we
know can work somehow, but we keep playing with them because they are
somehow never quite right
How can you know if something is going to work? Often it is
impossible to tell until the group starts to dance it. As mentioned earlier,
two key ingredients for success are simplicity and consistency. If a dance is
extremely complicated, dancers will forget how it goes. Instead of spending
time working out the ways to make the dance more beautiful by making the
most of the shapes and steps, a team will find themselves spending most of
their time arguing about how the dance really goes. If the tradition you are
dancing has clear rules (such as which foot to start with, how to get into a
caper, what the arms do, how many beats a caper uses ...) it becomes easier
to compose a dance you can remember. It's a framework, and often, as with
poetry, some of the best creativity happens because of structure.
So, now you have a dance the team can remember, but is it memorable?
Every tradition needs to have its plain dances; the sidestep half hey, simple
stick tapping, basic bandclapping. If every dance was complicated there
would be DO contrast in a performance, and new team members would be
thrown into more than they could handle at the start. Simple dances are the
basics. Memorable dances are the exception. The question is, how do you
create a memorable dance that is rememberabJe? Simplicity and consistency,
with a twist.
One year I was being plagued by three memories. The first one was
images of the ChalJenger lifting up into the air in a burst of glory and then
disintegrating in a shower of Dames. We all watched it at school in utter
disbelief. What must it have been like to be caught inside knowing you

~
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were about to die, knowing that millions of people, including your family,
were watching? Somehow, having a teacher on board made it worse for me.
lt made the possibility of death that much closer. Also, Juliana Stevens'
(our foreman) husband had applied to be in Christa McAuliffe's place. What
if he had been chosen instead of her? It was very real, and I felt the need to
do something to honor the people who died in that terrible disaster. Write a

dance.
The second memory was of a dance tune on a film Tony had taken of an
English Garland ream, the Knots of May. 1 had no idea what the lune was,
bUll couldn't stop humming it So, I learned to play it That was going to
be the tune for the dance "Challenger".
I played the lune over and over, hummed it constantly, and kept my
mind open for whatever images appeared. I have always believed that the
music can tell you what to dance. Perhaps it is because of my familiarity
with many dance fonns and figures, but there is often something about a
tune that tells you how to move, when to caper, when to hit sticks or go
into the hey. I kept listening to this tune hoping it would speak to me.
The third memory that was following me around was the shape of a
wonderful dance by Midnight Capers. We had invited them to the Ale one
year, and they showed a marvelous dance that kept reorienting itself. I
couldn't remember how they did it, but loved the idea of the set turning
around so it could be seen by everybody.
Somehow, one day, the three things came together. I suddenly knew
that the style was Marlboro/llmington, the music was to the Knots of May
tune. the chorus was reorienting, the dance was Challenger, and the time
was now. 11 would have our characteristic progression of waves, gaUeys,
plain capers, and full capers, and the set would reorient each time so that the
figure would begin facing a new way each time.
Once again I got out the bott1e caps (a different brand for each dancer)
and moved them around until I understood the flow of direction and how
each dancer would gel to where they needed to be. I brought it to the team.
Of course adjustments were made, as they always will be. It is the process
of making the adjuslIJlents and adding embellishments that makes a dance
belong to a learn and not an individual. To the "borrowed" idea of Midnight
Caper's we added our own personal stamp, and then a flourish as we put in a
part for the musicians to move through the set so there would always be a
musician at the head Added to this was some fooling business, with our
Frog either directing or escorting the musician through the set with just
enough time before the dancers burst into the next figure. In the end, we had
a simple dance but a memorable one. I don't know if we knew how
memorable it would be atlhe time, but it is certainly one of the dances that
people remember us by.
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Another thing that can make a dance memorable is a beautiful tune
played well. Over the years we have stolen alot of our tunes from the
singing of John Roberts and Tony Barrand. One of our favorites is "Over the
Hill and Over the Dale". It was such a lovely tune that I just wanted to play
it all the time. Even though it has an irregular time (2 extra bars at the end
of each 4 bar sequence in the B part) we put a dance to the music; a stick
dance (because we needed another one). Maggie Schiele Sullivan (the other
team musician) then played a beautiful bannony along with me, and we all
knew the dance was going to be a hit
Often we will create a dance because of a particular need. Lately, as we
grow older and seem to attract fewer young (20's) dancers to the ranks, we
look for dances that will make the most of what we can do, yet allow some
rest time. Comer dances work well, but can be boring for an audience to
watch if the same thing is done by each comer for all the choruses. We are,
al this time, looking for that quintessential "Old Woman's Morris" that will
allow us to rest in the middle so when we dance it can look great, will be a
dance we can remember with the early stages of A.lzbeimers setting in, and
that will still be a dance that the audience will hold still for. U you have any
ideas, let us know!
To sum it up, and to say it again: the essentials for success are
simplicity and consistency. It has to start with your dance style and the
understanding of the goals you want to achieve. Then you can go for the
gold and let your creative juices fly. But always keep in mind, that without
a structure the dance becomes amorpbous. difficult to remember, and
incomprehensible to the audience. And if the audience won't watch it, why
bother?
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Ascott Under Wycbwood or New York On The Concrete?
Tradition Continues to Evolve
by Yon ina Gordon
(Ring Q'Bells)
tradition 1: an inherited, established or customary pattern of thought,
action or behavior ... 4: characteristic manner, method or style.
When Jim asked if someone from Ring O'Bells would contribute to this
group of articles from teams that compose their own dances, my answer was
a casual, sure! The process bas also caused me to examine my answer to the
common question asked at ales: What tradition does yOOT team dance? Do we
do Ascott-Under-Wychwood? Or does our repertoire of 13 (and counting)
choreographed dances add up to something else? My conclusion: Our dances
are recognizably different from those of other Ascott teams. While our new
dances are based on the traditional Ascott fonnat. we have developed our
own characteristic style----dances with a twist.
"Ring O'Bells is an evolving entity, not a static or stodgy group
replicating an obscure English dance form, " says Maggie Bye, who' s been
on the team for seven years. " It makes it ours."
"What draws me to the composed dances is that they are based on the
traditional ones but have had added unique features which appeal to our
contemporary tastes," says Hara Reiser, now in her 13th season.
Background
Ring O'Bells is currently in our 19th season. We're a women' s team,
based in New York City. Our veteran has been on the team for 15 years.
Two dancers have been on the team for 13 seasons, one for 11, wce fo r
eight, and the rest for seven or less. We have four new members who joined
this fall . At this point they have not danced out, although we're hoping they
will sometime this spring.
We dance three traditions: Ascotl-Under-Wychwood, Bracldey and
llmington. We usually choose to focus on only one other tradition besides
Ascou in a season, and therefore, will only dance the third out if we have a
side who all know a particular dance welJ enough. This is due to the size of
our Ascott repertoire. Along with our choreographed dances we regularly do
three traditional hanky comer crossing dances and an AscOLt jig. Two
traditional stick dances float on and off the active list. When r joined the
team eight seasons ago, we danced out two hanky set dances. Ascott is a
very energetic tradition, and as the team got smaller (and we got oWer) they
fell out of favor.
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O nly one dance bas been choreographed in llmington, and none in
Bracldey. While one point of view holds that we choreograph in Ascott
because we like it better, another has been offered that if we would write
dances in the other traditions, we would like them too, and therefore, dance
them I Ascott, however, is more appealing to the choreographer because it
has many more elements than the other two. (We dance a simpler version of
limington than Marlboro Morris and Sword does.)
Ascott was introduced to the team in September 1980. The team had
been dancing Brackley, Headington and llmington. At that time, the group
decided to stop doing Headington, and chose ASCOll over Bledington as a
new tradition. Our first original Ascott dance, Liberty Bell, or the "Monty
Python" dance was choreographed some time before 1984. "It was written as
a joke, so that everything would be a little bit strange," says Barbara Gorin,
who has since choreographed two "serious" dances.
How dances are created
We have four choreographers currently on the tearD. Some have written
dances because they like a certain movement and want to include it in a
chorus, others find a tune and then write a dance to suit. We worle within the
framework of traditional Ascott. and like the illuminators of the Middle
Ages, add our personal embellishments in the choruses. Each dance has its
own twist that makes it unique.
Sometimes, the folk process comes into play. Ten O'Bells was written
by Sarah Henry to a tune by that name composed for the team as a 10th
anniversary present by Jim Lucas of The Greenwich Men. "I wanted a dance
for 10 people," she says. "I was inspired by the Marlboro Men's 1-91 dance
in Litchfield style."
Bridge 10 Bayside, written by Barbara, uses a "diagonal crossing we
didn't have. I probably saw it elsewhere and thought it would look good."
The Squire's Dilemma, which I wrote a few years ago, incorporates the form
used in some other traditions in which the set dances the chorus couple by
couple, then faces down and repeats. We do it as a cannon, however.
Last spring, we altered some of our dances by necessity when we ended
up going to Ha'Penny's Pb'ome in Boston with a side of six including our
musician. Sarah and Barbara did some quick thinking and converted Squires
Dilemma into a dance for four people in a diamond shape, and Buns in the
Oven, another dance by Wendy. into a triangular jig for three. We liked these
versions and they were a nice change from the usual dances for six. We
haven't danced them out since then, however. because when we have a full
complement out on lour (especially when dancing with other teams), it
seems wasteful to have people standing out Having a dance that takes a
totally differem shape, however, is an mleresting variation.
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"In most cases, our created dances have all profited from the input of the
group," says Wendy Schacher-Finn, who has choreographed four dances.
''The individual choreographers come prepared with a well thought-out
structure for the dance, but our dancers are the ones who actually finish the
work. Without it beiDg spoken aloud, the final decision regarding
amendments bas always been left to the choreographer, but every dance has
been improved by the group.
"I like to bring finished dances to the team," she continues. "That said,
no dance is really 'finished' until it comes befoIe the team. I look for
suggestions from inside (how does it feel?) and outside (how does it look?)
the set"
''I'm open to suggestions that make a dance more danceable," says
Barbara. "Stylistically though, I always have something in mind, and I want
it to be my way."
There has been never been a conscious effort to maintain any
consistency of style among the choreographers. "I think the group's
consultative process helps," says Sarah. "It tames the tendency to mess
around with the figures in every dance, or to make too many exceptions to
the rules. It's a great process, although it can be a bit frustrating for the
choreographer and people sometimes offer suggestions before the person has
had a chance to show what she has in mind."
" The group works like chaos," says Maggie. "Everybody makes
suggestions and it works out most of the time. Usually the choreographer
has a lot worked out and only details need work. Other people with ideas
that need more work have been overJy criticized. This is bad because some
people can't choreograph in their heads. They have to try something out
many different ways with people to see how it looks and how it feels."

Traditional format, added twists
As individual choreographers, we have been consistent in keeping to a
traditional Ascou structure-both the order of the figures, and use of the
traditional elements in the choruses. "The dance vocabulary that defmes
Ascott from other Morris traditions represents what we are as a team," says
Wendy. "The challenge is to put the traditional elements together in new and
interesting ways."
We have incorporated one new element in some choruses: balf capers
we saw used by Royal Liberty, a men's Ascott team based in Homchurch,
Essex, when we toured England in 1987. "Looking for a new component for
a new dance is admissible provided the traditional components of the dance
remain intact," says Wendy, who wrote Maura on the Moor usmg the new
caper while waiting for the rest of the team to return from a climb up a tor
in DanmooT, shortly after we saw Royal Libeny. Sarah and I have since
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incorporated half capers in dances we've written, and Wendy has used them
in a second composition.
"The incorporation of the Royal Liberty half capers did not endanger our
Ascott elements," Wendy adds. "There are often single elements that make
one unique appearance in Ihe repertoire of one Morris tradition, never to be
seen again. We have "antelopes" (double-time capers) in only one BrackJey
dance, and the big second position squat jump in one Bampton jig, for
example."
"Our main consistency is geometric innovation," says Maggie. While
the different "shape" or twist of our choruses may not be noticed by the
uneducated audience, often it is apparem to other Morris dancers. While we
perform for all, it is the educated dancers we often get a big thrill of
impressing. Our innovative dances "act as an enhancement to our
reputation," Maggie adds.
The different shapes are also important to us internally. Each of our
composed dances has its own personality. It's more interesting for us as
dancers. The variety is also important because we have a long dance season.
We do a few street tours in September and June, and practice on Wednesday
evenings from October through May. "It's important to have new dances and
from a musician's point of view, new tunes," says Barbara. "It would be
boring if we did the same old stuff'.

Wby dances live or die
All of our choreographed dances are not equally popular. "Why certain
dances are a hit and others die depends on the group dynamic," says Wendy.
"Il all comes down to which dances have that added something that makes
them fun to perform. It could be that someone has chosen a great tune and
the new choreography just fits perfectly. Some of our dances have flourishes
and gestures that reach the audience, a fun pattern or an opportunity to move
in an unusual way, or a structural component that takes the crowd by
surprise. The new dances that have fallen out of favor were either too similar
to dances already in Ihe repertoire or too fussy and/or strenuous for us to
perform welL"

New compositions period
In the fall of 1992, as part of our recruiting effort we held a six-week
beginner class for the first hour aod 15 minutes of practice. To give
experienced dancers something to look forward to, we scheduled our
remaining 45 minutes as "oew compositions" and asked people with ideas
for dances to bring them to the team. Two will probably be danced ODt this
spring. One was put aside temporarily due to lack of time. The others did
not fully take shape during that time.
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" thought that the new compositions period was fun," says Sarah.
"Setting the time aside encouraged dances that wouldn't otherwise have been
written." Scheduling new compositions on a regular basis "will also give
new people the idea that they might want to conlribute in the future:' says
Maggie.

Tips
Based on our experience, here are some tips for those interested in
choreographing original dances.
• Write a dance that suits the team. Sometimes, I've had an idea and then
thought- wait a minute, 00 one will want to dance this.
• Write a dance that fills a hole in your repertoire. Is there a tune from
another tradition that you like? Write a dance to fiL (While we've adopted
several of these nmes, we have a rule that we don't just "Ascottize" a dance
from another tradition.) Or, pick a tune that fits to the general stepping and
the see what the rhythm suggests. Is there a fonnation you like? Do the

same.
• Think of something that' s different- some twist or theme that makes the
dance unique.

Writing for Clogs:
North-west from tbe North-east
by Ian Robb

1 should mention right off the top that I am in no way a North-west
(NW) Morris chauvinist. 1 have heard stalwarts of the Lancashire and
Cheshire Morris insist that nobody outside of those counties dances NW
Morris , and I'm mclined to think they're right, although 1 wish they
wouldn't be so bloody pompous about it. The geographical and cultural
context of ceremonial dance can't be removed without taking something of
its essence away also. However, I'm not about to let that stop me
borrowing what's left and adapting it to a new context, and I think that's
what North American Morris is all about. I am also not above blending in
principles and motifs from other kinds of Morris. If this sticks in the craw
of those beclogged zealots who would have the whole Morris world doing
rant steps, then so much the better. For the want of a better term, then, I
will refer to what I have written for Hog's Back Morris as "North-west", but
in no way do I consider myself an importer or recreator of tradition. So
much for the disclaimer.
For the would-be writer of North-west, there is a serious hurdle to cross
before one even starts to think about music, Stepping, or track,- one that the
Cotswold deviser has usually crossed already without even thinking. I hope
you will forgive me if I spend more ink on this problem than on the actual
details of dance-making, but I think it is vital.
Cotswold teams, in particular those dancing one "tradition", are already
blessed with guidelines; a set of steps. common figures and style of
deportment which makes new and old dances alike comfortably predictable
for those familiar with the style. and which prevents the writer's
imagination from running to the baroque or excessive. Witbin this
framework there is still room for distinctive figures to be interesting and
original. but they have to be able to work in juxtaposition to the
established stuff. The guidelines, of course, usually derive from someone's
interpretation or extrapolation of a notated Morris-Ring-seal-of-approvaI
village tradition, and there are usually quite a number of preexisling dances
to get a team established in the style. In NW, it's not that simple ...
The established NW source or "traditional" repertoire consists of a
substantial number of very disparate dances, each town or village often
being represented by only one dance or by a collection of "mix and match"
figures wbich can be called to order by the leader or conductor. This works
fine in the traditional rush cart procession or other parade, but few NW
teams in North America (or in the rest of England, for that matter) restrict
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stamping and/or jumping, often to slower music. The "Nancy Dawson"
figure which may be familiar to those who have watched NW at North
American Morris Ales is one example.
The meat of the dance lies of course in the other figures , which I look
at as confluences of three creations: the track, the step, and the music.
Which comes first is unpredictable in my experience. but the step and band
movements seem inevitably to come second. The dynamics of a good tune
may suggest a particular sequence of step and hand movement chosen from
the team vocabulary, relegating the track to fmal spoL On the other hand.
an intensive session with fridge magnets numbered 1 to 8 may come up
with a really interesting way to rearrange eight bodies, and the means to
move those bodies must be decided upon before a tune is fmally suggested.
Very early in my exposure to NW Morris. I deci ded that figures
consisting of 32 bars of ranting were not for me, and I allowed myself to be
heavily influenced by one of the first dances I ever saw: The John O'Gaunt
version of the Lancaster Processional. This dance uses a combination of
step-hop and rant or step-hop alone in its figures, and I fou nd myself
attracted by the abrupt and explosive transition into the rant The Lancaster
is by no means typical among NW dances, many of which use one step
throughout all figures, but it is stiIl one of my favourites. and the Hog's
Back dances owe a great deal to iL
I have always tried to emphasise the step transition in my dances. and a
familiar Hog's Back motif uses !bat moment to do all sorts of things. For
example, a simple "lines across" done Hog's Back style would proceed as
foIlows:

their dancing to parades, and the standard "Slatic" venue favow-ed by most
teams requires more than one dance to be penonned at a stand. So, at least
a couple of possible strategies have arisen, to deal with this shortcoming:
The first. and perhaps most obvious, is for a team LO work on several
"traditional" dances. in the belief thal a basic repertoire of the old and
established is an essential element in team developmenL I'm not so sure
about this, as NW dances vary so much in style and stepping that confusion
is a fairly likely result of this approach. As lends to happen with the multi
tradition COlSwold team, dancers may be tom between the varying styles,
and a team "look" is hard to achieve. The only remedy for this is a leader
who is uncompromising in his or her pursuit of a team sLyle, and assertive
enough to insisL that all the dances be adapted to this style, despite the
inevilable cries of "but that's not what it says in the notes". This degree of
despotism is not always welcome on a team, but it has been known to work
well.
My own strategy was to borrow something from the Cotswold dancers;
to establish a couple of style sets, one using sticks and one a pair of slings
made from bunched hankies attached to a small handle for easy twirling. In
practice, the hankie style did develop. but the stick style stalled after one
quite popular dance called Ashton Mill So, what follows refers mainly to
the hankie style. The hankies. incidentally. were designed to be
intennediate in show and "twirlability" between a plain handkerchief and a
sausage-like sling or tiddler. Some evidence exists that similar implements
did in fact evolve for a while in the North-west
Through a process of benevolent dictatorship and some negotiation, the
team worked out a repertoire of basic steps and ann movements, some
borrowed. some invented. and combined these in such a way that when a
dancer was moving backwards, say, with a step-hop, (s)he would know that
the hands should be up and twirling. The aim was thus to make prediclable
certain combinations of hands, feet, and direction of travel, in much the
same way that such predictabilities exist in Cotswold traditions. It was my
belief that this would allow new dances to be written and introduced without
having to learn a whole new vocabulary of movement for each.
We then identified three types of common figure we felt could be
elements of the style seL These were the chorus figures "walk-up" (and
back), and "step and turn". and a finishing figure called "caper o'er". "Walk
up" appears to be the Sialic equivalent of the basic processional step, and
"step and tum" involves doing some form of stepping on the spot facing
partners, followed by a turn around, either on the spot or in a small circle.
These two figures we used either alone or in combination, to start the
dances and separate their other figures. The "caper o'er" forms an ending
climax to the dance, and involves crossing through the set and some kind of

1. Four step-hops into line, right shoulders, anns swinging.
2. On step 4, jump into a rant step, at the same time spinning 180
degrees to the left, away from partner. and bringing hands up to
twirl hankies on beat 5, as first rant lands.
3. Second rant backwards, both hands up and twirling, into opposite
place.
This kind of dynamic high point is. I believe, what makes a figure fun to
dance and to watch.
In addition to the ups and downs of individual figures, a great deal of
attention needs to be paid to pacing the dance as a whole. If you try to
astonish an audience with every figure, the dance will become boring. A
periodic return to the familiar simplicity of the "walk-up" is one way to
avoid this, but sequencing of figures is also important, arranging the
speclacular and the serene to produce a dance which has a strong beginning,
a well-modulated middle, and a clear resounding finish.
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I think the most important point of this account of one team's
experience with new dances is that certain things have to be in place before
you can start writing. You have to know who you're writing for, and that
team has to have an established style set to guide you and limit your
imagination to the appropriate. For the leader of a NW team, the creative
mind may have to start by extrapolating a whole set of guidelines from one
isolated source influence. This is very freeing on the one hand, but it also
invites over-complication and absurdity, which can upset the all-importanl
balance between the familiar and the original which characterises all good
writing within a tradition, whether it be dance, song, or story.
If I may digress to the Welsh border for a moment, John Kirkpatrick,
the arch-extrapolator, appears to have created the Shropshire Bedlams almost
out of thin air, working from first hand, general accounts of what the dance
was like to watch and how it functioned in the community. In many ways
this strikes me as being a more reasonable approach than allowing oneself
to become bogged down in determining the "truth" about exactly how old
Fred Bloggs did his sidesteps. I have to admit though, that in hands less
musical and sensitive than John's the approach could have been disastrous.
Looking back on the now defunct Hog's Back team (I like to believe
that our demise had nothing to do with our dances!), I recognise that a few
things we experimented with were a little too contrived or fanciful, but I
believe the general approach was sound and much of what was refmed by the
team from my initial frameworks and ideas was pretty effective. To call
them North-west dances, though, is a bit like calling the Bluegrass banjo an
African instrument.
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Team News
MiUstone River Morris, Princeton, New Jersey

1992, our tenth year, was climaxed by the trip to England in which we
encountered approximately thirty teams in two weeks, traveling in the
northern counties, where most of the teams we visited had never seen or met
an American team. We also attended five ales, did a festival in Norfolk,
Virginia, and a weekend in BostOn/Cambridge, Massachusetts. We were
wondering if there would be life after the trip to England, and (surprisel)
there is. We have added eighl new members in the last twelve months. so
we are rebuilding the team. On the down side, five team members dealt with
the death of a parent or an in-law.
Curtis Hoberman

GreeD Mountain Mummers, Windham County. Vennont
[Excerpts of a letter from Fred Breunig]
The Mummers had a good year. Election years are always fraught with
possibilities in our play, e.g., while the dancers are disclaiming having
killed the victim, "It was not I that did this dreadful act," etc. one man came
up with .... l'm sure that you were with us when we traded hostages for
arms." in place of bis usual line .....wben first our swords were drawn." The
doctor handed out the enclosed flyers while bragging about his favorite
candidate with "We've travelled more miles, seen more people and talked
more issues than all those oilier guys combined ... the real people of this
counlIy want real change and the candidate for real change is Wilfred I.S.W.
Smead." Also in the doctor's bag were several ears of corn which were
tossed out to the crowd with comments about "there are other candidates
wilh ears.", etc.

Hole-in-tbe-Bog Morris Dancer,

Port Sanilac, Michigan

[Excerpts from press clippings and political flyers involving Fred Fuller's
race for St Clair County drain commissioner.J
Fred Fuller, leader of the Hole-in-the-Bog Morris Dancers, narrowly
lost his bid to unseat the incumbent drain commissioner in St. Clair
County. Michigan. Fred Fuller is also leader of the Mill Creek Coalition
which is suing to stop dredging of the waterway. During the campaign, Fred
enlisted the support of his side Hole-in-lhe-Bog and Malt. Mill Morris of
London, Ontario to make his case before the public.
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Vancouver Morris Men, Vancouver, British Columbia
[Excerpts from a letter from Graham Baldwin]
Since our last report, the ranks of the Vancouver Morris Men have
swollen again - we now have 24 members on the books. Weare still
performing traditional Border in winter and Cotswold in summer. Our
.repertoire of Border dances bas now increased to 15, as we have added some
of the Pershore dances originalJy collected by Dave Jones. While Bampton
(Shergold style) remains our Cotswold "standard", last swnmer we added
some Adderbury and Stanton Harcollrt. Our Cotswold foreman , Steve
Cleary, plans to introduce us to Sherborne this spring.
However, the BIG NEWS is that we have added another strain of ritual
dance/theatre to our repertoire - Molly dancing and an accompanying
Wooing Play - the Vancouver Ploughboys have been born! The dances
typically comprise eight dancers, the bottom six attired in old fanners
clothes. The top couple are the "Lord" and "Lady" (Moll). All dancers are, of
course, "blacked up". The dances appear to be simple "mickey-take" of
country dances - very simple, but highly amusing and entertaining. Music
is provided by melodeon and triangle.
The Wooing Play comes from Bassingharn. collected by C.R .
Baskerville (1924) and subsequently edited by EX. Chambers (1933). The
Vancouver Ploughboys' first appearance was on Sunday before Plough
Monday. complete with plough. Fortunately, our audience was forthcoming
with "good cheer" and we didn'l have to plough up anybody's front garden !

